that give prices below expected values would not be used in normal circumstances, nor would those whose loadings do not grow as fast as market prices do for higher layers. Additive principles can do either or both of those, so are too wide a class to use indiscriminately. Also some, like CAPM, have measurement problems that currently preclude their use in individual risk pricing. It is hard enough to measure the covariance for a line of insurance, let alone for layers or risks. There is an empirical component to finding working principles, but more developed theory such as the martingale and options approaches Albrecht outlines should help narrow the search.
Lacking a properly supported and practically applicable theory, actuaries use ad hoc methods. In this context simple approaches like adjusting the parameters of their distributions bear trying. I was surprised by the example that shows that a scale transform can lead to a price below the expected cost for a strange enough insurance product. Due to its simplicity, the scale transform is a good place to start. However, judging by market costs, it probably does not lead to high enough loadings for upper layers. From the example given, it certaintly should not be used to price a coverage for the retained portion below a franchise deductible. If a principle works well in the market for the risks a company wants to sell, there is probably little reason not to use it, even if it gives inappropriate prices to other possible coverages.
